
Skyline Tube System
   The Ultimate Graphic Carrier

exhibiting solutions



Sleek in Look, Unlimited in Application   

 Skyline Tube System
Your Vision Becomes Reality!
Tube System is a designer’s dream. 
Modular components and vibrant 
fabric graphics offer unlimited 
design options for brand messag-
ing and product merchandising.   

Make a Powerful Impression
Skyline Genuine Graphics command 
attention! From massive fabric 
structures, banners and ceilings to 
simple kiosk signage, we help you 
stand out from the clutter.

Packs Small to Save Money
Get all the impact without     unre-
alistic operating costs. Skyline 
products pack down efficiently
to maximize your event ROI.

Save on operating costs like shipping, 

drayage and storage! Excluding counters, 

this island exhibit fits in just 3 crates.

Skyline Tube system works seamlessly 

with other Skyline systems to provide a 

complete – and effective – exhibit solu-

tion.

Modular exhibits efficiently reconfigure to fit 

smaller booth spaces, giving you flexibility.



Skyline Fabric Graphics – the Industry’s Hottest Look
Get mass and ‘pop’ without bulk or weight. Durable fabric graphics 
– both sheer and opaque – are exciting, inviting and ultra lightweight. 



Impact and Flexibility

 Slotted Tube
Slotted Tube works seamlessly with standard Tube System components 
and gives you more design options.  It’s perfect for island exhibitors as 
well as in-line exhibitors requiring a structural solution.  Its sleek profile 
allows your graphic message to stand out.  
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Slotted Tube Features:     Stylish Components
Slots run the length of the tube 
providing built-in wire manage-
ment and infinite connection posi-
tions for components,  graphics 
and accesories.

    Fabric Murals
Rich and colorful fabric graph-
ics work perfectly with Slotted 
Tube and are easy to update and 
change

    Custom Profile Graphics
Attract attention with 3D graphics 
and signs custom produced from 
a variety of materials.

    Layered Graphics
Give your marketing message 
interest and depth. Custom, 
cable-mounted graphics provide 
a unique look and change out 
with ease to target specific   audi-
ences.

    Presentation Equipment
Engage and inform. Flat screens 
can be mounted at any height to 
fit your needs.

    Integral Counters
Counters are great for displaying 
products or creating an interac-
tive workstation.
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Versatile Tube System allows you to cre-

ate an effective 10’ solution by using por-

tions of your larger exhibit.  You can also 

add components over time to create a 

larger presence as you grow.





Design Outside the Box!
Tube System allows you to build with sweeping curves and large circu-
lar graphics for a look that’s distinct and inviting. Go beyond square 
architecture and create an exhibit your audience will remember.

Graphics and Lighting
Highlight your message. Graphic 
panels and lights easily attach on 
any of four sides at any height.

Slotted Tube Accessories

Flat Screen Mount
Presentations effectively com-
municate your brand or products. 
Integrated wire management  
provides a streamlined look.

Product Display Shelving
Stylish Plexiglas or wood shelves 
showcase products. Multiple 
shelves can be used on any side.
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Tube System supports a variety of signage 

including 3D graphics.

Dynamic fabric graphics define space and 

are a perfect backdrop for presentations.

Stand-alone kiosks support cable-mounted 

graphics or display products.

Skyline Tube System with fabric graphics allow you to build tall bringing your name into view 

from afar and leaving valuable floor space open for business.


